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2 Acronyms, Applicable and Reference Documents

2.1 Acronyms
AAS American Astronomical Society
ACDC ASIAA CASA Development Center
ALMA Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
ARC ALMA Regional Center
ARDG Algorithm Research & Development Group
CARTA Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy
CASA Common Astronomy Software Applications
CL Chile
CNGI CASA Next Generation Infrastructure
CUC CASA Users Committee
EA Eastern Asia
EAS European Astronomical Society
EU European Union
EVN European VLBI Network
EVLA Extended Very Large Array
HPC High Performance Computing
IF Interferometer
IN India
JIVE Joint Institute for VLBI ERIC
NA North America
NRAO National Radio Astronomy Observatory
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
TW Taiwan
SD Single Dish
SKA Square Kilometre Array
SRDP Science Ready Data Products
VLA Karl G Janksy Very Large Array
VLASS VLA Sky Survey
VLBA Very Long Baseline Array
VLBI Very Long Baseline Interferometry
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2.2 Applicable Documents
[AD1] CUC Charge (2014-09-16)
[AD2] Revised CUC Charge (2016-08-01)

2.3 Reference Documents
[RD1] CASA Users Committee - Terms of Reference
[RD2] CASA Users Committee 2014 Report
[RD3] CASA Response to the 2014 CASA Users Committee Report
[RD4] CASA Users Committee 2015 Report
[RD5] CASA Response to the 2015 CUC Report
[RD6] CASA Users Committee 2016 Report
[RD7] CASA Response to the 2016 CUC Report
[RD8] CASA Users Committee 2017 Report
[RD9] CASA Response to the 2017 CUC Report
[RD10] CASA Users Committee 2018 Report
[RD11] CASA Response to the 2018 Report
[RD12] CASA Users Committee 2019 Report
[RD13] CASA Response to the 2019 Report
[RD14] CASA Users Committee 2020 Report
[RD15] CASA Response to the 2020 Report
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3 Introduction
The CASA Users Committee (CUC) was formed in 2014 on the initiative of the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Data Management and Software Department. The
committee’s charge is to provide feedback from the CASA users community on capabilities,
usability, reliability and performance of the CASA software package, advising the CASA
development team from the user perspective of these matters and informing development
priorities [RD1]. In 2016 this charge was revised to include year-to-year tracking of CUC
recommendations [AD2, see 3.1].

The 2021 CUC meeting was held virtually on October 11th-14th, following a mid-year online
“catch-up” meeting on July 28th. The goal of this meeting was to update the CUC on CASA
developments, review actions taken in response to the 2020 CUC recommendations and
provide updated recommendations for the 2021-2022 cycle.

The attending CUC members were:
Adam Avison (EU, Chair)
Olga Bayandina (EU)*
Michael Bietenholz (NA)
Alessandra Corsi (NA)
Hauyu Baobab Liu (NA)
D.J. Pisano (NA)
Ruta Kale (IN)*
Jihyun Kang (EA)*
Adam Leroy (NA, Deputy Chair)*
Yoshimasa Watanabe (EA)*

Members marked with an * denote new committee members in 2021. Ruta Kale of the
GMRT joined in the new “at large” representative role. This role was created to allow input
from the broader CASA user base beyond the previous EA, EU and NA only committee.

During the meeting, the CUC nominated and elected Adam Leroy as its Deputy Chair. He
will assist the Chair in the upcoming months and become the next CUC Chair in 2022 after
the mid-year telecon in June/July 2022.

3.1 Revised Charge [see also AD2]
1. Please comment on the capabilities, usability, reliability, and performance of CASA

for current users of ALMA and the VLA. Should any of these areas be getting a
significantly different allocation of effort than is currently the case? What areas would
you de-emphasize as a consequence?
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2. The committee should comment on the CASA projects follow-up to their previous
report – whether it is sufficient, whether any activities should be emphasized or
de-emphasized.

3. Committee organization:
● The CUC should appoint a deputy chair who will become the next chair. The

CUC appointed Adam Leroy as the deputy chair.
● In 2019, a decision was made to allow the extension of the originally 3-year

terms to 4 years to avoid too many members of the CUC committee rotating
off at once. In 2021, Adam Avison, Michael Bietenholz and D.J Pisano will
rotate off the CUC, having served four years.

3.2 Specific Charge 2021
In addition to the CUC charge and revised charge the committee were this year asked to
comment on the following:

1. The relative priority of making GPU imaging capability available to users.
2. Preference for future meetings: face to face vs. hybrid vs. virtual in light of the

on-going Covid-19 pandemic.
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4 Meeting Agenda
Monday, October 11, 2021
07:00 MT / 13:00 UTC Executive Session
07:30 MT / 13:30 UTC Welcome Brian Glendenning
07:50 MT / 13:50 UTC CASA Overview Ryan Raba
08:30 MT / 14:30 UTC CASA Users Bjorn Emonts
09:00 MT / 15:00 UTC Break
09:15 MT / 15:15 UTC Stakeholder Priorities Jen Donovan Meyer
09:45 MT / 15:45 UTC CASA Testing Sandra Castro
10:15 MT / 16:15 UTC Scientific Development Urvashi Rao Venkata
11:00 MT / 17:00 UTC End of day 1

Tuesday, October 12, 2021
07:00 MT / 13:00 UTC Single Dish Takeshi Nakazato
07:30 MT / 13:30 UTC CARTA Kuo-Song Wang
08:30 MT / 14:30 UTC Pipeline Joe Masters
09:15 MT / 15:15 UTC Break
09:30 MT / 15:30 UTC Archives / SRDP John Tobin
10:15 MT / 16:15 UTC VLBI George Moellenbrock
11:00 MT / 17:00 UTC End of day 2

Wednesday, October 13, 2021
07:00 MT / 13:00 UTC Infrastructure Development pdf Ryan Raba
07:45 MT / 13:45 UTC Interactive Clean Josh Hoskins
08:15 MT / 14:15 UTC ARDG Sanjay Bhatnagar
09:00 MT / 15:00 UTC Break
09:15 MT / 15:15 UTC CASA Documentation & Helpdesk Bjorn Emonts

& Ryan Raba
10:00 MT / 16:00 UTC ngCASA/CNGI Status Ryan Raba
10:30 MT / 16:30 UTC General Discussion / Executive Session
11:00 MT / 17:00 UTC End of day 3

Thursday, October 14, 2021
07:00 MT / 13:00 UTC Executive Session
09:15 MT / 15:15 UTC Preliminary report-out (open)
10:00 MT / 16:00 UTC End of CUC meeting
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5 Summary
The CASA User Committee’s charge is to comment each year on the capabilities, usability,
reliability, and performance of CASA for users of ALMA and the VLA. The CUC are
charged with providing recommendations on whether areas of focus for the CASA team, as
described at the meeting, should be getting a significantly different allocation of effort than is
currently the case, and which areas should be de-emphasized as a consequence. This charge
makes it clear, as the CUC understands, that the NRAO has finite resources to allocate to the
CASA effort, and that choices have to be made. Overall, the CUC feels that the CASA team
continues to do excellent work and select sensible areas of development given the allocation
of limited resources.

Over the interesting and informative four-day virtual meeting, the CUC were pleased to see
the continued progress CASA has made, both overall and in particular with regard to the
CUC’s 2020 report. The meeting agenda nicely reflected the work undertaken by the CASA
team in the last year, and highlighted where that related to the CUC recommendations.  Once
again, we commend the CASA lead, Ryan Raba, and all members of the CASA development
team for their exemplary work on the continued improvements seen within CASA.

Communication between the committee and the CASA team outside of the meeting agenda
has continued to improve, both with the addition of the mid-year telecon in recent years and
due to the efforts of the CASA liaison (Bjorn Emonts) throughout the year.

The committee membership this year is in the interesting position of having almost the same
number of members cycling off in 2022 as those who joined in 2021. The CASA team and
NRAO should ensure that the new members are sufficiently comfortable with their role going
into the 2022 meeting and whom to contact to obtain ‘legacy’ committee knowledge if
required.

In light of the ongoing global pandemic, and the success of the previous two virtual CUC
meetings, the committee felt a virtual meeting would also be the best option for the 2022
CUC meeting. Beyond 2022, and assuming the pandemic has eased by that time, the CUC
suggests the CASA team consider cycling between face-to-face and virtual meetings for all
future meetings, to ease travel commitments over a member’s tenure whilst also allowing the
opportunity to meet in person at least once in that period. This specifically addresses the
second of the committee’s specific charges for 2021 (Section 3.2).
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6 Focus Areas
Based upon the charge of the CUC, in the following section we summarise last year’s
recommendations, what the CUC learned during this year’s meeting, and make new
recommendations for the coming year. In light of developments over the past 12 months,
some sub-section headings have been updated from the 2020 report [RD14], the CUC notes
which sections in the previous report the new sections follow on from where appropriate.

6.1 CASA Management
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC are impressed by the roll-out of CASA 6 and the move to Python 3 as well
as the strides made by CARTA in the past year. The CUC commends the work and
planning for ngCASA, the benefits of which will be reaped in the years to come.

2. The CUC cautions against allowing the development of ngCASA to overshadow both
maintenance and development of the current CASA. However, given their joint
development, the CUC acknowledges that features made for ngCASA can lead to
improvements for CASA.

3. The CUC commends the CASA teams continued good work in balancing the priorities
of the different stakeholders

4. The CUC encourages the CASA team to consider if the joint role of project scientist
and validation lead could be split to avoid overloading one person.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC strongly endorses that CASA continues their support of the pipeline teams
in their efforts to advance and improve the pipelines for both ALMA, and increasingly
the VLA. Pipeline processing is becoming a common application of the CASA
software within the community and the balance between supporting ‘at-home’ CASA
users and pipeline developers as stakeholders currently seems appropriate.

2. The CUC acknowledges that VLASS is an important project which has presented
unique challenges and benefitted the CASA development. However, the CUC
cautions against VLASS related activities overshadowing other priorities for the
CASA user base.

3. Overall, the CUC continues to commend the well balanced approach the CASA team
is taking to meet all its stakeholder needs.

The CUC were very impressed with the progress the CASA team have made in the past year,
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both in response to the previous years CUC report and in light of altered working conditions
related to the pandemic since early 2020. The CASA development team’s balance of
supporting both ‘at home’ individual CASA users and CASA pipeline development is
meeting the needs of both user bases. As, increasingly, pipeline processed data is being used
in the first instance by ALMA users, and to some extent the VLA users, continued support for
the pipeline developers is well placed. As is support for the SRDP initiative.

As this year’s CUC meeting was again virtual, the CUC commends the efforts of the CASA
team in providing presentations in advance and the excellent organisation of the meeting
itself. Contact between CUC meetings, through the mid-year telecon and email contact
between the CUC and the CASA liaison continue to provide valuable information and are a
great help in allowing the CUC to fulfil their charge.

From the 2020 recommendations, the CUC continues to encourage the CASA team to
consider if the joint role of project scientist and validation lead could be split to avoid
overloading one person.

6.2 User Servicing & Outreach

6.2.1 User Servicing
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. The CUC commends the redesign of the CASA website, which is definitely an
improvement and lowers the threshold for finding information. The CUC hopes the
CASA team are open to minor tweaks to the site from the community to further
improve the website.

2. The CUC recommends providing the CASA testing code and verification data to the
community and sharing the results from testing on the CASA webpages. This will help
to clearly show how robust and efficient modern CASA is, and dispel any lingering
doubts that the community may have on this front.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC appreciates the continued improvements to the CASA website and
documentation.  We continue to recommend providing CASA testing code to the
users so that they assess their own installations.

2. The CUC agrees with the plan to avoid having a CASA-specific helpdesk.
3. The CUC would like to see the Known Issues and even Helpdesk tickets linked to

CASA documentation, if this can be automated in some fashion so that users can
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avoid unnecessary pitfalls (and the CASA team can avoid additional Helpdesk
tickets).

4. The CUC would still like updates on the status of submitted/resolved Helpdesk tickets
during CUC meetings and it encourages timely responses to these tickets to assure a
positive user experience.

There is a great deal of overlap in the scope of User Servicing and CASA documentation.
Here we have limited our endorsements/recommendations to items not specifically tied to
CASAdocs and the CASAguides.  The CUC is appreciative of the efforts the CASA team has
made in the past few years in improving documentation of CASA.  It is important, however,
to assure that Known Issues with CASA are not overlooked by users.  If these can be linked
to the CASAdocs, then users are less likely to miss them.  This will save users time and will
reduce the number of redundant Helpdesk tickets that the CASA team receives.  If it is
possible to tie open Helpdesk tickets to the documentation of affected tasks in an automated
fashion, then users will be even more aware of potential issues with CASA before they have
been listed as “Known Issues”.  The CUC believes that further sharing of test code/data will
also help users understand issues that they may encounter with their own installations of
CASA.  This should help improve user confidence.

6.2.2 Outreach
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. The CUC continues to encourage the NRAO/CASA to investigate coordinated
professional outreach of the software internationally through conferences and
workshops. A group of ‘CASA Ambassadors around the world’ could be created to
cater for their local communities and avoid incurring costs for sending NRAO staff to
multiple international conferences each year.

2. The Newsletter remains a valuable source of information to the community, and the
CUC encourages work on it to continue. Issues should be published at their current
cadence. Access to previous issues through the CASA webpage and CASA docs makes
the newsletter a valuable resource to the community.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC is happy to hear that the CASA newsletter is continuing and that there are
plans for engaging the community during ALMA and VLA events.

2. The CUC continues to encourage the development of materials that can be shared to
assist the CASA team around the world with outreach to new and existing users.
These efforts are certainly helped by the newly available Jupyter notebooks (e.g.
CASA-VLBI).
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6.3 CNGI and ngCASA
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. A significant step has been made in selecting a baseline design and architecture for
ngCASA and CNGI. The software choices match the trends seen in astronomical data
processing, and overall the plans look promising.

2. The CUC encourages NRAO to start including all third parties which are currently
included in CASA development, in the planning and development of ngCASA and
CNGI.

3. The CARTA development has shown the large impact of scope creep on the final
product. In addition, software development is rapid, and choices made today may be
outdated tomorrow. Therefore, the CUC strongly advises NRAO to set up a regular
development and review cycle which includes external experts.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC endorses the planning going into CNGI but recommends proceeding
conservatively with respect to implementation.

2. Given that the CNGI demonstration is in good shape and is ready to be implemented
in tasks, the CUC recommends that this is a good time for a formal, external
stakeholder review of the plans for CNGI and ngCASA. This echoes
recommendations 2 and 3 of last year’s report.

Planning for infrastructure and performance improvements of CASA is essential and well
worth investing resources in. The Xarray+Dask demonstrations shown by the CASA team
were impressive. However, some of the discussion of plans to begin implementing this into
existing CASA tasks raised concerns. The CASA user community (along with a wide range
of other stakeholders that ultimately support users) have a very strong vested interest in stable
and correct performance of the software over the short, medium, and long term. The CUC has
some concerns that CNGI may slowly take over CASA without a proper evaluation of the
long-term viability, correctness, performance and associated risk. Proceeding unintentionally
in this way (or intentionally but without broad stakeholder buy-in) could lead to major
negative impacts for users that everyone would want to avoid.

Given the current state of CNGI and planning for ngCASA, this seems like a good time to
proceed towards a formal external expert and stakeholder review. This would build user and
stakeholder confidence and might help the CASA team identify unexpected challenges. Such
a review would help build confidence regarding the ngCASA and CNGI development in the
user community. We note that the 2020 report included very similar recommendations about
establishing stakeholder buy-in and external oversight of CNGI and ngCASA development.
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6.4 CARTA, Sunsetting the Viewer & GUI refresh
[Follows on from sections 6.3 and 6.4 of [RD14]]

2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC is very impressed by the v1.4 of CARTA that was demonstrated. The image
matching capabilities, catalogue interfaces, and the other new features should be very
useful to many users.

2. The CUC recommends including a few practical functions such as 1D/2D Gaussian
fitting in the spectral and image domains, interactive position-velocity diagram
generation, multi-panel capabilities (velocity channel maps, comparison between
different spectral lines and continuum...), polarisation vectors, etc. CARTA should
include all the image analysis functions the present viewer has, so that Viewer can be
deprecated.

3. To be widely adopted, CARTA should be able to export publication-quality figures
(e.g., PDF or EPS format), and should have the optional capability of adding
greyscale/color wedge and full labelling to export figures.

4. A simple table comparing the capabilities of CARTA to the current CASA Viewer
would help users to better understand what functions are not (yet) in CARTA. Such a
table  could encourage user transition between the two, and will clarify when CARTA
can replace the Viewer for individual users.

5. The CASA viewer should be maintained or replaced with a simpler widget with a
single function. The viewer  is a part of CASA that many users interact with frequently
and it is quite buggy, crashing far more frequently than the crash reports would
suggest.

6. While CARTA is shaping up to be an excellent replacement for the viewer for image
analysis, an interactive tool to draw masks is required in tclean, and it will probably
be difficult to use CARTA for this.

7. The CUC feels that a reliable viewing tool for interactive tclean should be a top
priority, and perhaps the best way forward is a special-purpose widget for tclean.

8. If such a widget is implemented it would be good - at the design stage - to have a
chart showing which capabilities are included in the old CASA viewer, the proposed
tclean widget and CARTA. It will then be clear when a combination of CARTA and the
proposed viewer widget could replace the current CASA viewer.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC was once again very impressed by the developments made in the CARTA
viewer over the last year, both in terms of features and software/resource
infrastructure.  CARTA seems on track to providing a long term stable image viewer
for CASA as well as the general radio astronomy user community.
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2. The initial work on a standalone interactive tclean widget looked very impressive and
a good use of CNGI innovation to support CASA users. The can ‘we make this better
than it was before’ mindset in terms of user features was also nice to see.

3. The CUC strongly encourages these efforts to finally allow users to move away from
reliance on the CASA viewer.

4. The CUC was interested to hear of plans to refactor many of CASA GUI interfaces,
which are becoming tired and struggling with modern data volumes.

5. Once work on a tclean widget is complete, the CUC suggests plotms is the next
obvious candidate: plotms is also a very fundamental tool, and the current
implementation can be very slow.  The CUC would like to see a refactor of plotms
which had a mode, useful for large datasets, where the plotting is speeded up by
plotting only a fraction of the points (like XINC in AIPS:UVPLT).  Data editing
would probably be disabled in this mode. The ability to use some plotms functionality
within Jupyter Notebooks would also be a worthy new feature for a refactored
version.

6. The CUC found the discussion of deprecating the inp/go functionality interesting and
timely. However, opinion was divided. For such a fundamental change (from the user
perspective), and something common to other data reduction software (if not “vanilla”
Python),  the CUC encourages soliciting feedback from the larger user community via
a survey.

CARTA continues to make excellent strides each year and is well on the way to being a
replacement for the CASA viewer as an image viewing and analysis tool. The ‘Remaining
Capability Gaps’ page of the CASAdocs addresses for users the missing functionality in
CARTA and addresses a recommendation from last year’s report. The decision to split
interactive cleaning to a separate widget is welcome, following the committee’s 2020
recommendation, and the prototype work in this area looks promising.

Beyond CARTA, the CUC’s 2021 recommendations emphasise the need for a refresh of the
existing CASA graphical user interfaces, following the tclean interactive widget
implementation with work to consider improvements to plotms. Leveraging work done as
part of the CNGI looks to be a promising start.
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6.5 ARDG and Development work

[Follows on from section 6.6 “Imaging” of [RD14]].

2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. Presently, there are three options in CASA for combining single-dish (e.g., ALMA TP)
and interferometric data (e.g., ALMA and ACA): feather, TP2VIS, SDINT. If SDINT
is ultimately the CASA team’s preferred option, it may be timely to prepare a
CASAguide for it. Within that CASAguide, it would also be very helpful to include a
very brief explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of SDINT compared to
feather or TP2VIS. In the future, feather may serve (only) as a quick look application
and could perhaps be incorporated into CARTA.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC was very excited by the latest developments by the ARDG and Scientific
Development teams and is eager to have the opportunity to test and use these new
algorithms, including Adaptive Scale Pixels (ASP) deconvolution, msuvbinflag, and
GPU imaging, and commends the CASA and ARDG teams on their great work here.

2. Regarding the specific CUC charge 1 for 2021 (Section 3.2): As GPUs are becoming
more commonly used, there is definite value in expending effort on GPU imaging.
While VLASS may be the main driver for this, it will benefit other large projects as
well, and we would encourage outreach to those teams to help with testing. That said,
this should not supersede work on more mission critical aspects of CASA (e.g. viewer
replacement).

3. The CUC was happy to see, and continues to encourage, the plan to have quantifiable
metrics for testing new (and existing) algorithms.  It would be extremely beneficial
for these to be used throughout CASA work (including single-dish development), and
to be advertised to users.

4. There have been some lingering issues about how to properly jointly image the
ALMA and ACA data, which are not closely dependent on the specific algorithm. The
ALMA and ACA have different primary beams FWHM (PB-FWHM). Therefore, in
the area that is beyond the ALMA PB-FWHM and within the ACA PB-FWHM, one
may obtain a strong signal yet both the synthesized beam size and intensity (in terms
of Jy/beam) are not well defined. There are some tentative ways out (e.g., some users
have been trying a very complicated muti-scale imaging strategy or trying to taper the
primary beam of ACA). It would be useful if the CASA developers or ARDG can
provide one suggested strategy and describe it with a CASAguide.
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Additional information regarding recommendation 2 and the specific CUC charge 1 for
2021 (Section 3.2): As development of GPU algorithms continues, it is worthwhile for the
ARDG to consider and make available before a ‘public release’ a recommended minimum
hardware configuration (e.g. CPU, Memory and Graphic Card specifications) that a user
would need to take advantage of the GPU imaging features. This will help users to (i) be
aware of the requirements (e.g. NVIDIA over AMD) and (ii) plan future resource
acquisitions accordingly.

6.6 Archival Data Processing, Pipelines, and SRDP

2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC continues to feel that access to archival data is important, especially with
the increased attention that transient astronomy has been getting, and the fact that
many of the old data have never been published.

2. The CUC feels that the CASA team should work with the pipeline and archive teams
for both VLA and especially ALMA to ensure that archived data can be made
science-ready .  Likely, the best way of doing this is to ensure that the present versions
of the pipelines function also on archival data.

3. The CUC feels that the pipelines and pipeline products are key to expand the CASA
user base, and applauds the progress that continues to be made with their
documentation / development.

4. The CUC feels it would be beneficial for the community to have a reference
describing the pipelines and the quality of pipeline-processed data. It could be very
brief, but should be usable in publication if needed. The reference should contain
some level of description of the comparison between manual and pipeline data
reduction.

5. We encourage continued development of the pipelines so as to enable polarisation
calibration and self-calibration (if possible and desirable), in addition to the regular
calibration. It may be beneficial for users to also have a way of inputting uvlimit
constraints for the calibrators more easily.

6. Pipeline weblog outputs cannot be displayed via the latest browsers due to a security
issue. Making these cross compatible would be beneficial to the user base.

7. SRDP should be advertised more intensively so that people become aware of their
usefulness, and promote archival science. It would be good to provide a lecture on
SRDP in the Synthesis Imaging Workshop, for example.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC commends the success of the pipeline efforts supported by CASA at ALMA
and the VLA, and recommends that improvement and maintenance of elements that
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are needed by these pipelines remain a very high priority for CASA. This could
include performance improvements.

2. The CUC endorses the SRDP plans for a single, unified calibration and flag
restoration interface. The ability to easily acquire calibrated, ready to image data from
the archive is a great step forward.

3. The CUC recommends communication between the CASA, pipeline and archive
development teams, for the VLA and ALMA, to find a best approach for explaining
which version of CASA to use for which era of data taken from the respective
archives. To the user the distinction between these three teams is not always obvious,
therefore,  providing an easy navigable guide for CASA versions vs. data 'epoch' in
the CASAdocs (alongside existing information on the archives) will be of benefit to
users.

4. The CUC recommends that either the CASA team or the observatory pipeline groups
invest effort into increased introductory documentation for ‘at-home’ users. This
could be in the form of a CASAguide or an introductory Jupyter Notebook, (For
example, we note it is planned that the EVN data reduction pipeline will use the
Jupyter notebook format, a similar approach could be taken for other instruments).

The CASA-based pipelines at ALMA and the VLA as well as other observatories represent a
major success of CASA, and the CUC commends the CASA team and the observatory groups
on their ongoing achievements in this area. This has made many users’ lives better and had a
major impact on science. Accordingly, the CUC recommends that when balancing priorities,
the CASA team continues to give heavy weight to the needs of the observatory pipeline
groups. This could include requests related to speed improvements, since the CASA pipelines
still remain resource and time intensive, and planned work on pipeline self-calibration (as
addressed in the Pipeline presentation at this CUC meeting).

The SRDP vision for easy access to calibrated archival data is outstanding and will have a
good impact. The CUC endorses this vision. Periodically, the discovery of bugs or other past
issues render previous pipeline runs invalid. Whilst the CUC appreciates it isn’t the
responsibility of the CASA team to ensure archive products are corrected within any given
archive, a look-up table of known/fixed bugs in CASA pipeline commands and their related
versions in CASAdocs would be of benefit to the user as they attempt to ensure their
downloaded archive data is processed with a ‘safe’ pipeline version.

Finally, the user interface to the pipelines still lags behind their performance, and
documentation for new users is not as easy to use or welcoming as it could be. Investing
some effort in this direction would improve the ability of users to utilise the pipelines
themselves.
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6.7 OS Support

[This section follows on from section 6.5 of [RD14]].

2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

The CUC applauds the efforts in the past year to accommodate the detailed description for
CASA Release Information (Release Notes CASA 5.7/6.1) in the online CASAdocs.

1. The transition to CASA 6.1 has been successful for the monolithic (tarball)
installation for LINUX RedHat. However, the committee is aware of a number of
issues with Mac OS.

2. The download page should perhaps recommend the monolithic over the pip-wheel
install for new or less experienced users. Further documentation on how to get
started with pip install would be helpful.

3. Given the large number of Ubuntu users, it would be good for the Download page to
give some guidance as to which of the Red Hat 6 and Red Hat 7 versions a Ubuntu
user should try. It might be also better if the PDF file for the installing CASA on
Ubuntu or Debian
(https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs/casa-6.1.0/memo-series/casa-knowledgebase/installi
ng_casa_ubuntu_debian.pdf) is linked to from near the “Supported LINUX Operating
Systems” in the Download page.

4. A number of problems with CASA 6.1 and Mac OS X 10.15 (Catalina) have come to
our attention.  Mac users represent a significant fraction of the user base, therefore
the continued support for Mac OS is important.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC were pleased to see the addition of the Operating System compatibility page
in the new CASAdocs. The knowledge that, although CASA is not fully supported on
a given OS, the CASA the team is nonetheless willing to take bug reports/tickets from
users is not widespread. This page will help address that.

2. Related to the above, the CUC encourages the CASA team to instigate a conversation
with the ALMA and VLA Helpdesks, to overcome instances where some users feel
they are being rebuffed with “this OS is not supported feedback” by instead directing
these users to contact the CASA team via the casa-feedback email address.

3. Given the large Ubuntu user-base, the CUC encourages the CASA team to acquire
some Ubuntu virtual machines, say for the latest two long-term Ubuntu releases at the
very least, so that any possible Ubuntu-specific bugs could be reproduced in house.

4. The CUC is grateful for the support of the new MacOS, which includes the ARM
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architecture. The continued support for MacOS, including pipelines, is important for a
significant fraction of CASA users.

The CUC were pleased to see the developments in making CASA 6 available to both Linux
and MacOS users in the last 12 months, despite platform difficulties with the latter. Providing
information on operating systems which are not fully supported, but for which the CASA
team may take bug reports and other issue feedback on the CASAdocs is a good step in
broadening support for the user base and covers the majority of the 2020 recommendations.
The reconfiguration of the download page to give emphasis of the monolithic release over
pip-wheels is seen as beneficial, particularly to new users, as it removes a layer of confusion
from the previous download page where the pip-wheel and monolithic were given similar
emphasis.

Ubuntu users make up a large proportion of the user-base, accommodating these users as a
supported OS, by testing in Ubuntu virtual machines, was highlighted as achievable during
the CUC meeting. The CUC would like to encourage the CASA team to investigate this
option.

A significant proportion of the astronomical community use MacOS, and continued support
for this platform is important. Again the “supported OS” CASAdocs page will help inform
the community about CASA compatibility when OS upgrades are released. The CUC
acknowledges that keeping pace with both the soft- and hard-ware changes from Apple in the
last 18 months has not been easy, particularly with limited resources, and the CUC applauds
the CASA team’s efforts here.

6.8 Documentation:  CASAdocs and CASAguides
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC applauds the progress that has been made with CASA documentation
overall.  The conversion from Plone to a more standard format is warmly welcomed
and looks great.

2. The CUC continues to feel that the pipelines are not sufficiently documented, at least
for people who are located outside of NRAO.  It would be extremely helpful to users if
the pipeline documentation was brought up to the standard of the rest of the
CASAdocs.  There is a well organized CASAguide for the ALMA image reprocessing
pipeline
(https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=ALMA_Imaging_Pipeline_Reprocessing
_for_Manually_Calibrated_Data). However, the CASAguide for the data calibration
pipeline (https://almascience.nrao.edu/processing/science-pipeline#docs) is still hard
to read. Although there is some documentation of the pipeline tasks/stages, it is not yet
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as easy to use as that for the CASA tasks. Moreover, some rather useful or important
information appears scattered, e.g., one may need to check through many url links
(with rather heavy reading) to know something as simple as “how to change reference
antenna”.  It may be worthy of better organizing the documentation for the pipeline
tasks/stages if ultimately the pipeline tasks/stages, rather than the CASA tasks, are
better for the data reduction by users.  It should also be possible for interested users
to learn exactly how their data was processed.

3. The CUC recommends the development of more scientifically-oriented CASAguides
for the pipeline, and making the existing pipeline CASAguides more similar to the
other data reduction CASAguides.  As we recognize that these CASAguides do not all
fall under the purview of the CASA team, we encourage the CASA team to encourage
authors to keep them up-to-date.

4. The CASAguides should mention, where possible, those situations where default
inputs may not be appropriate, such as the choice of extrapolating the bandpass
solutions to the edge of the band.  The guides should recommend a “safe” choice -
prefer slightly less or less optimal data over possibly seriously miscalibrated data.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:
1. The CUC appreciates the ongoing improvements to CASAdocs and, particularly, likes

the return of the “Task List” and introduction of the “Index”.
2. The CUC does caution that many users will not be familiar with software jargon, such

as “API”, and the CASAdocs should be careful with its usage.
3. The CUC recognizes that the CASAguides are not the responsibility of the CASA

team.  Nevertheless, they are the first point of contact for many new CASA users and
they need to be kept up-to-date as much as possible.  Perhaps encouraging the
community to share their own examples, such as Jupyter notebooks via Github, for
example, may help with this problem.

The CUC recognizes that the interplay between the CASAdocs and CASAguides is complex.
The CUC is impressed with the CASAdocs in terms of the information available and their
usability.  The use of software jargon, like API in the sidebar, does have the possibility of
confusing those astronomers who are not software experts.  Particularly at the highest levels
of the documentation, maintaining plain language is helpful to new users.

The CASAguides remain a valuable resource for users, but they are becoming out of date
with old data and old examples that do not reflect current best practices.  While the
CASAguides are not maintained by the CASA team, this is not a distinction recognized by
many users.  The CASA team needs to encourage these resources to be maintained and
updated as much as possible.  At the very least, providing some indication of those Guides
that are outdated would be helpful.  The new Jupyter notebook examples that are being
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developed for CASA 6 will help with this and we encourage the CASA team to help provide
the infrastructure, perhaps through Github, for the community to share more recent examples.

6.9 Support for Other Interferometers

6.9.1 VLBI
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The role of a VLBI stakeholder is essential for further maturing of the VLBI
capabilities in CASA, and the CUC is glad to see this has taken shape.  We are also
pleased by the recent efforts for coordination with the EHT collaboration. We
encourage continued development of polarization calibration of VLBA observations
within CASA, and continued effort to make the new VLBI tasks  accessible to young
researchers.

2. The CUC commends NRAO for seriously committing to the VLBA as a stakeholder
instrument for CASA VLBI capabilities, and finding funding to secure this in the
longer term.

3. The claim that CASA6 is scientifically equivalent to CASA5 does not hold for quality
control of VLBI data processing. The CUC encourages a quick resolution to this by
either making a version of plotcal available in CASA6, or, preferably, to include
fringe table support in plotms.

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC is happy to see the continued work on implementing VLBI functionality in
CASA, and applauds the excellent work of both the JIVE and NRAO teams on this
front

2. The refactor of plotms, mentioned earlier, is particularly important for VLBI, and the
ability to plot the cumulative calibration (and/or the cal library) would be a nice
addition.

3. Ensuring that CASA handles polarization-dependent flagging properly is also
especially important for VLBI.

4. The CASA VLBI pipeline and guides which are being written by the JIVE team will
be a welcome addition.

Pipelines developed for VLBI in CASA have been found to be slower that their AIPS
counterparts, it would be desirable for the CASA team working on VLBI development to
investigate with their VLBI colleagues where (i.e. which task specifically) the slow down(s)
occurs and hopefully speed things up.
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6.9.2 GMRT
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. CASA is currently the primary data reduction package for both the legacy and the
upgraded GMRT and thus it is a welcome step for GMRT users to interact with the
NRAO CASA team through the CUC.

2. Currently, the GMRT have modified the widebandpbcor task to implement primary
beam correction for the GMRT (http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in/~ruta/IDAP/). The CUC
encourages the development of a more general way to incorporate primary beams
from other instruments into CASA tasks.

6.9.3 MeerKAT
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC is pleased to see the CASA team and the MeerKAT team developing new
algorithms, working on CARTA, and providing support for both MeerKAT and VLA.

2. For MeerKAT, similar to the case discussed above for the GMRT, an easy way to
incorporate new primary beam models (and other observatory-dependent information)
into CASA at the user level would be useful.

6.10 Single Dish Support
2020 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC was impressed by the development of the single-dish/interferometer joint
deconvolution imager and commends the team for their work on this.  It would be
helpful, however, to have tools to check the relative flux densities of single-dish and
interferometer visibility data to verify the results of joint deconvolution and other
combination techniques.  If such tools already exist, then better documentation is
required.

2. The CUC was pleased to see the improvements to the capabilities of the single-dish
module.  It would be helpful if the required data schema and tools were better
advertised to help users take advantage of this module using data from other
telescopes.
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2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC is impressed by the development and performance gains of the single dish
tasks and pipeline. The new offline atmospheric correction based on the algorithm by
Sawada et al. (2021), and its incorporation into CASA, is especially welcome for
ALMA.

2. As the pipelines become more mature, quantifying their validity and accuracy by
constructing well-understood benchmarks (e.g., using well-characterized test data
and/or simulations) and defining rigorous performance metrics would be a very
welcome.

3. Improved access to the ALMA calibration database from the pipeline is excellent, it
would also be helpful to make sure that the users have a clear path, described within
the pipeline documentation, to use this to improve or refine the calibration of their
delivered data.  This will also be a benefit for supporting other single-dish telescopes
in the future.

7  Recommended Priorities for the Coming Year

1. Continued work on a tool for interactive tclean to replace the viewer.
2. Initial work on the refactoring and modernisation of the remaining CASA GUIs,

starting with plotms.
3. Continued effort on single-dish/interferometer joint deconvolution work.
4. Investigation of some level of  support for Ubuntu via virtual machines, and continued

MacOS support.
5. Continued effort in accommodating the wider radio-interferometry user base e.g.

VLBI, GMRT, MeerKat, by allowing greater tunability of existing functions (e.g.
widebandpbcor) and advertising widely when new functionality accommodates data
reduction/analysis from observatories other than the VLA and ALMA.

The CASA User committee’s recommended priorities this year reflect the progress seen in
CASA over the last 12-18 months and highlight the areas we envisage will become key to the
user base in the near future. CARTA has become a very worthy successor to the CASA
viewer, specifically as an image viewer and analysis tool.  Though some functionality gaps
remain, uptake of CARTA in the user community is increasing. Given this, the wholesale
replacement of the buggy and no longer maintained viewer with a new GUI specifically for
interactive tclean is a high priority. In addition to this, CARTA has shown what a modern
GUI can look like and handle in terms of data volume, and the existing CASA GUIs (plotms,
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browsetable, etc) are beginning to show their age in both regards. Work to address this is also
seen as a high priority.

Both ALMA and the VLA are providing a wealth of data, and use of their archival data is
growing, with teams able to combine data from separate observing programs to achieve their
own scientific goals. To this end, the continued work on algorithms and documentation to
support the correct joint deconvolution processing is a high priority. To both support the user
base and prevent several groups “reinventing the wheel” independently.

One of the great successes of CASA is its adoption by users beyond the two primary
instruments it was developed for. Supporting the broader user base, in collaboration with
external parties, by allowing some tunability of existing tasks (i.e., easier primary beam
inclusion) and advertising new functionality through CASA/NRAO outlets will be a great
benefit.  Finally, on a related theme, continuing to support all currently-supported OSs and
accommodating, even at a low level, a greater number of OSs, would be worthwhile in the
coming year.
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